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Matchington Mansion This page is a stub. You can help matchington mansion wiki by expanding it. Matchington Mansion is an iPhone and Android Games App by Firecraft Studios Ltd. Today it has survived many developer interations - Firecraft Studios Ltd., and the latest current version is 183.0, which was officially released on 25/01/2021. As a testament to the app's popularity or lack of its lack, it has
collected a total of 259,385 reviews, with an average user rating of 4.22969 out of a possible 5 stars. How does it work? Do you have home décor and matching puzzles to knack? Match pillow house makeover into this fun match-3 adventure! Download Matchington Mansions fun, exciting game: match pillows &amp;amp; Decorate your grand mansion - incredible boosters &amp; power-up combos! Piece
together hidden objects, interact with the characters in the game &amp; reveal the hidden history of unlocking hidden areas - dozens of rooms &amp; thousands of DIY decorations! Hone your interior design skills and protect your new home from a mischievous cousin. Follow the adventure story, unlock new rooms and discover hidden secrets - all with the most exotic characters tow. You can even spy on
your neighbors and see how their design choices are stacked. Are you ready to navigate this challenging match-3 puzzle? Decorate your mansion and deck in the style of your garden. Unlock hidden areas &amp; remake each room with interesting décor. Puzzle from adventure story, help your friend Tiffany, exotic characters and house cat or pet dog along the ride! Matchington Mansion is FREE TO PLAY,
with optional game items to buy. You can turn off payment by turning off in-app purchases in your device settings. Mm Team sincerely hope you enjoy our new match-3 puzzle game! We work very hard to improve it, so if you have any problems while playing, or if you have any suggestions, feel free to contact us mm@firecraftstudios.com. More ways to learn about Matchington Mansion jigsaw puzzle
game: Facebook: or @Matchington mansion follow us. Top reviews of fun, but... I really like the idea of the game, but as some reviewers in the past have said, it's waaaaaaaay too slow to be interesting. I would much rather spend my time in the actual decorating than candy crush type game ... I mean that's not why I downloaded it ... I didn't even know that there was a matching game in it. I saw an ad from
another game and that's not what I thought would be based on the announcement. I see maybe a different type of game for different challenges and also stars of different sizes, but you can't increase the amount of stars that we have to perform tasks and just give us one star to complete each level. Plus I'm level 29 and it took me forever to complete the level. They so quickly, is experiencing difficulties, and
size manor is not hell I make it past level 50 ... I also don't want to wait 10 minutes to get 1 life. Either make it for me to wait 1 hour 15 lives or make me wair 2 min 1, but it's way too long between running out and I really don't want to pay for anything. You also need more coins to give away because game 20 doesn't get me anywhere. I would like to keep the game downloaded, but only if there is an update
soon, because there must be a number of known changes. Overall, though, there is a good basis for the game, but you need to change the game to make it better. Please set the fall this/ was my favorite game. I am/was really addicted. A couple of weeks ago the game started crashing quite often. I reported it, but nothing improved. Then the last update, the game broke very badly. The game now crashes
when entering the game, trying to load the level through the level, after level (if you are lucky enough to make it to the end w/ o fall). Every time this happens, you lose a life. I don't have a life like it is, I don't need a game rubbing it. All joking aside, this game is now 100% unplayable. I'm not the only one with this point. It's not me. I updated the game, my iOS, crowded, freed up a ton of space, entered the
game w / o internet connection, make sure it was not my connection, I did not show any other programs, etc. A couple of days ago I sent another support ticket and did not hear anything. If this is because it's too heavy for graphics, add an option to reduce graphics in settings. The game will just keep getting more and more graphics heavy at the higher level you get. Either correct this critical error, or just
give us the opportunity to reduce the schedule so that you don't disappoint loyal players. The game is absolutely not playing as it is. I'm not even dramatic. It's just impossible now with a dip. Please do not let this game shatter and burn. Pun is for. If/when the game is set that we can actually play, I will come and review my ranking/review. At first it sounded cheerful, but... It sounded fun at first when I saw
improvements you could make to the house, but it started getting harder and harder and impossible to pass one level! And after you've passed it through too many attempts, you are forced to miss all the hard-earned stars in trivial things, for example, welcoming people and teaching pet tricks! If you want to make levels harder, you should at least give the player a lot more stars as the level of difficulty
increases! It wasn't a game that was advertised! It was completely different and so I installed! Decorating is interesting, but it becomes really long and tiring with all the insignificant things that you need to finish in order to actually start decorating the rooms. I'm thinking of removing the game! It makes me so annoying when I win a hard level and I just leave and start playing a game that gives me and I
actually have fun playing. I think if you don't solve problems like having to spend too many stars on trivial things, and if you don't speed up the process that we don't spend so much time on little and irrelevant things, and if you don't want the levels to actually pass then people will start uninstalling and installing other fun games where you can actually enjoy playing! and it's not just me, I've read other reviews
and seen that other players have similar issues! Without any improvements to the game you will lose customers pretty soon! Good, but... I love that the game is like a bejeweled twist and how it is creative and with a story line. However, there are several levels that are in pain to get through just to get one star. When I run out of moves sometimes and the ad is available, and I can do a spinning wheel, but
there is a small chance of getting extra moves. When an ad is not available, 500 coins are issued for only a few additional collections. 100 coins 1 freaking move, not to mention the amount of coins I get depends on the explosives left that I get to level. If you plan to make the levels harder, why can't you just make it so that you can earn more stars based on the difficulties at this level. I level 1767 and I play a
new version of the room on a limited time where you earn a certain amount of bulbs, which depends on how many levels you have made. I made 32 levels and I do not get enough bulbs, as I usually do with the previous version. You already have people complaining about how some levels are hard to do just to get a star then miss out as 2-3 stars for some trivial things. Now I know you've extended the days
to 8 to complete the limited time. But I personally like the previous version, in which I can match cushions that contain bulbs, and I can get more and not do as 3 levels and get an award of 40 bulbs. Tasks equal This is a really fun game! I like people who stop through the story of help and giveaways to live up to and it's cool that the interior designer is there to move things along and make suggestions. She
sometimes, wandering around without purpose, or clear vision. He believes that tasks only arrive when it submits a proposal. Is there a way to buy stars with coins, and repeat the level to say 100 coins instead of 500? Sometimes, matching levels take a lot of tries with just one star and one can really wipe through your coins to reconstruct and project. Maybe open rooms more often? In addition, the concept
of a cat is beautiful, but so far it receives more coins than the house, and the house waits for repairs. One coin, not three, should seduce the cat out of armor or give it a bath. In this regard, one coin should be the cost of each task, except for the greeting of neighbors, which should be free of charge. Also, how cool it would be if the foods and furniture that appear in the upper right form of matching is set up
when unopened unopened A little motivation, when we start renovating those spaces, something familiar. And the interior designer can even mention that she put them in the manor later. This game has all the foundations doing hit. Are you reading your reviews? I like your game, but I read your reviews and most are about the same things. I looked and played with the feelings that they express. So
obviously not. Otherwise, the reviews would be better. You have a good schedule and storyline. Decorating the mansion is quite wonderful, especially since I never afford to live in one. But in my family we all play this one game and I've already paid more than $200 since the first year of this game. For this gaming company it's I'll just rain a drop of what they do in a month. I check my monthly income They
have everything in their product that is missing you. I went to a research company and learned why they rose to the top a little over a year ago. They studied gaming company and read their reviews. They listened to what people wanted in the game and included in their game. Maybe you should listen and include your own. I'm sure some of you even played the game, especially when the pipe is blasting
away all the time about the game you have a great game, but it can be better. If people are excited about the game, they will tell friends and so on. More will play and more income for you. Make the game interesting and achieve capable goals. When you can not smooth out at an acceptable rate, what is use. Awards when you level up that are pale in what is to use. The idea is to decorate the mansion on a
less than minimum wage, why play. Deceptive advertising and game From other games in the game ads I found this game. It's not like ads at all. This is a typical match 3 game in which you earn stars to buy what you have to accomplish in advance. This part is all right and good when you actually start playing, but again, not all similar ads lead you to believe. The real reason I give this 2 stars is because in
the mid-20's levels you have to break the boxes to end the mouse hiding. This mouse moves to the next nearest box when you break it, completely away from the map when there are no more boxes. Incorrect! When you are up to the last mouse, when you are up to the last available move, you break the box and the mouse should come out of the screen because it has nowhere to go and you progress in
the game. Nope! He ducks down into the box and pops back like that move doesn't matter. You can't pass the level now, start over. It's fake. During these levels long before I close running moves, the same step removes the mouse. Get up to actually beat the level and the game has its own rules to keep you from winning. I repeated this great thing over 11 times over 4 different levels. Obvious fraud is
trying to force you to spend money on it. Treat me like a dupe and the game is forgotten about. an actual game that is not fake and I happily pay Devs money for my work. If you want to wade through the game advertising, this game is for you! A few months ago I would have given this game a five star, but having to wade through forced advertising (the people behind the game! No ads!) that you can not
miss for the most part. Below is a typical game to start with. Open the app and wait for the expected load of ten seconds. A pop-up holiday event, hitting to go to an event or going out makes no difference, you go to a holiday event wether want or not. Ten seconds later, you arrive at the holiday event. Press the exit button to return to the home screen of the game that you wanted in the first place. Ten
second load screen the latter and when the backs you have a pop-up advertising game sale X and X is discounted. Click off and another pop-up game event, fortunately, is to skip the button and you bypass the dialogue. Ten seconds later, after the animation, another pop-up window pops up for a game event that can't be missed. Four five seconds to the minute of the latter, you can finally get out of the
case of forced dialogue only to finally be greeted with a daily gift pop-up. Collecting a gift and somewhere in the neighborhood three to four and a half minutes later, you are allowed to actually play the game. Seriously devs, are you trying to tick off and drive out customers? All events are great, but make them miss crying out loud. My thoughts on this game It's a good game with good graphics and beautiful
characters. But it becomes difficult where you almost have to spend money, and I guess that's the point... which is annoying. But when you pass a very difficult level, sometimes you need to use your awarded star something like a cat's petting or personal greeting. The story line is almost accurate. We like to be able to get away with the old ones, with the new ones and be able to choose what we want to be
new. No need to do additional details. It's very annoying, but I still play it because getting further in the mansion is worth it. I think... There must also be more ways to make more money than just video ads. Spanking level hardly earns you any coins. And everything you buy to help you beat the level is so expensive. Even buy hearts/lives. I think there should be no restrictions on the heart. If you get more
hearts, which should be added to the previous one. There should be no restrictions. Because getting unlimited life is very rare. We still ran out of hearts, so why give us a limit? To show your ads?.. it's also annoying. Anyway, I leave a message because this game has good potential with a good idea. Thanks. Fun and incredibly infuriated! It's a great game before they set difficulties on hard levels so it will
take anywhere from 8-20 sessions burning through their 5 hearts to get through the level. In the meantime, all side effects have been which you get extra lives and coins are over and you will get nothing from them. It was worse as you move to the top levels (I am currently around level 650). Totally annoying and frustrating. At this speed it happens It is very possible to get to the end if the game will take
years. The whole game can not be easy - it would be boring if they did, but to make some levels that hard is absolutely ridiculous! This is after the first review. Nothing has changed with what I put there, but have more to add. - One of the awards that has won from time to time (or can be purchased) is some infinite life. This time is clock time not during the game. Sometimes I won 2 hours of unlimited life. It
sounds great until you realize you only have a much shorter time to play. If I purchased this time and then lost it because something turns out to be pulling me away from the game and losing the time I bought I would be fuming mad. There is no way I spend money with anyone who is going to treat me like that! External Links Firecraft Studios Ltd. Official Website Download free iTunes Download Android
Responsibility: This page was last edited on 25/01/2021. Content is available under CC BY-NC-SA 3.0 unless otherwise stated. Matchington Mansion content and material are trademarks and copyrights of Firecraft Studios Ltd. or its licensors. All rights reserved ID: 12355 This site, Mycryptowiki, is not affiliated with Firecraft Studios Ltd. Ltd.
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